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Truly a great initiation is occurring. Later today or early tomorrow, depending on
where you live, is the new moon.

The Moon Angels of Water
also known as

The Angels of

E-M-Z-H-E-R

28th Day of Lunar Cycle

Beloved,
Tangible feelings and emotions in the body flow like water,
and when emotions of the astral body become dense and manifest in physical express
they manifest as water.

The human body is over 80 percent water, and on a microcosmic level, it is ninety nine perc

Water is intelligent, and regardless of how toxic and polluted it may become,
when it is loved, respected and thanked, surface tension changes on the water drop
so that toxins fall away, and the water crystals return to purity, beauty, and symme
The same is true of flowing tangible feelings and emotions.
Flowing emotions have intelligence, and regardless
of how wounded and negative they may have become,

they, like water itself, with input of love, respect and gratitude
return to their natural divine state of beauty and harmony.

We teach how to control all water and water beings
in the physical world through the mastery of FLOWING feelings and EMOTIONS ,
especially the flowing emotions of the divine virtues of ‘E-M-Z-H-E-R’ .

Not only water, but also all water animals that live in water,
obey a person whose FLOWING tangible feelings in the body and emotions are of the divine virtues,
combined with clear inner guidance, intent, and high intellect.

Temperature also comes under control,
so that even very hot water does not burn.
By meditating on the divine virtues associated with the letters
of our name, and calling on our help, the following is gained:

E-M-Z-H-E-R

E
This letter in the ancient language represents
the divine virtue of omnipresence.

In flowing emotions, omnipresence gives control over the emotions
of oneself and others, and the ability to understand the language
of all beings, including animals.
We teach how to understand the
languages and communication of all levels of beings on earth.
The letter E has the frequency of the musical note of D, shines
with dark violet color, and is meditated on with the emotions of God
Consciousness- penetrating- all.
Imagine yourself as a small dot in your
solar plexus and visualize your body as a giant Creation, a fractal of
the outer macrocosm, all around you.
Because omnipresence is
the akasha and is everywhere, see the dark violet light shining
everywhere, forming your spine and intone the letter E to the
musical note of D while flowing with emotions of omnipresence.
Experience Pure Being and Oneness with all,
and with Divine Consciousness and Emotion everywhere
present, penetrating all, filling all life, space, and time.
Realize through the law of correspondences that as
you meditate on omnipresence in your physical body
you create frequencies of consciousness and emotion that
simultaneously enliven these emotions in the larger universe.
"As above, so below."
---------

M
This letter represents the magnetic power of flowing emotions,
especially of the divine virtues.
It also represents control
over the element of water, and all manifestations of water.

The letter M has the musical note of D, the color of blue-green,
and the sensation of coolness, like water.

The abdomen, seen as a hollow space of every child of God,
is created with this virtue of flowing emotions.

Use the same meditation for M as you did for E, except
see the blue-green light shining from a tiny sun in the abdomen,
use the sensation of coolness.
Meditate on flowing emotions, on
their power of attraction, and how they flow and create magnetism.
--------Z
The letter Z represents the higher faculties of divine intelligence,
and the ability to remember everything ever learned throughout
all lifetimes.
When meditating on this in the emotional realm, all
kinds of artistic faculties arise.
The ability to put all abstract ideas
into words develops.
This virtue introduces tremendous endurance
and resilience into material world manifestations.
The divine virtue
of the letter Z has the musical note of G, is a light yellow color, of the
air element and the sensation of ease, and is practiced in the heart.
--------H
This letter represents The Power of the Word.
When meditating on this virtue in the emotional realm,
the faculty of influencing each fate at will is gained.

All ancient tantra and mantra practices are understood.
We teach the power of the word to invoke certain divine virtues
and accordingly, influence growth and manifestation of the
virtues of Divine Consciousness and flowing emotion.

This virtue is the musical note of A, the color silver-violet, is of the
fire element and has the sensation of heat and expansion.
The right arm is formed from it.
Visualize it as a tiny sun
shining silvery violet light in the head region.
---------

E
We help you bring cosmic into ordinary consciousness and confer
upon you high intuition and the faculty of transfer of consciousness
into any being or kingdom, including the water element.
--------R
The letter R represents the virtue of freedom and independence,
and following inner guidance from Divine Providence.

and following inner guidance from Divine Providence.

In the feeling world this awakens ingenuity.
This virtue has a golden
color, the musical note of C, and the sensation of weight.
The left side of
the nose is formed from it. It is seen as a tiny sun shining in the leg region.
---------

*****

Answers to the questions of sovereignty and dominion of
the Earth are gained through meditation and attunement to the
all-pervading Consciousness and Flowing Emotions of Divine Being.

As people meditate and gain mastery over their own physical bodies,
their flowing feelings and emotions, their intellects, and their wills, they attain
mastery over the inner and the outer universes.

"As above, so below."

Every 28th day of each 28-Day Moon Cycle we flood the
feelings of Earth with the ecstasy of flowing emotions of divine virtues,
so that the children of God unite in consciousness and flowing emotion
with the Divine Feminine nature of magnetism and water.

'Emzher'
*** ECSTASY ***

*Nam es, phr ases, or sections, in Italics or single quotation m ar k s ar e quoted
or par aphr ased fr om the book s of Fr anz Bar don, [The Pr actice of Magical
Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02- 6 and The Key to the Tr ue Quaballah, ISBN
3-921338-13- 4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeber g, Wupper tal/ W. Ger m any.
These book s have detailed infor m ation on the m eanings of the letter s on all
four levels of will, m ind, feeling, and for m , and all of the beings of the zodiac.

Together we are One,
Sharing love and light in ever-expanding
Harmonic Waves of Pure Being.

LANGUAGE OF COSMIC LOVE, A - Z
Love Brightens the Day, Love Lights the Way
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